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ABSTRACT 

Aluminum has emerged as the most important material for intercormects 

applications because of its low resistivity (p AI - 2.7 |LiQ-cm), and its compatibility with 

Si and Si02, Sputtering is commonly employed for depositing Al interconnects, which 

consists mainly of Al slab and Al fill for vias. One such sputtering technique which uses 

innovative magnetron design called ALPS (Advanced low Pressure Seed) Al is studied. 

We studied the properties of the deposited film (resistivity, thickness), and the various 

process conditions under which the film has been deposited. 

In order to find and optimize the parameters that affect the thickness uniformity, a 

Design of Experiments (DOE) is implemented. Various parameters are found and 

optimized which improved the thickness uniformity. Also variation of the Resistivity of 

the deposited Al film is analyzed across the film and how the annealing improves the 

resistivity is studied. 12" wafers were employed for all processes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of semiconductors has advanced modem day elecfronics to a level 

of vmprecedented heights. Evolutionary and revolutionary advances in interconnection 

technology have played a key role in allowing continued improvements in integrated 

circuit density, performance, and cost. Over the last 20 years, circuit density has 

increased by a factor of approximately 10'*, while cost has constantly decreased. Chip 

interconnections, or "interconnects," serve as local and global wiring, connecting circuit 

elements and distributing power. To perform these functions, electrical properties (e.g., 

resistivity) must be optimized, but interconnects also fimction as the interface between 

chip and package, thereby also requiring stringent control of mechanical properties. 

1.1 Aluminum Thin Films 

Aluminum is the third material in the trinity of substances employed to fabricate 

silicon based solid-state components, the other two being silicon and silicon dioxide. 

Aluminum is primarily utilized in these applications in thin film form, and it functions as 

a material, which interconnects the device structures formed in the silicon subsfrate. It 

has emerged as the most important material for such applications because of its low 

resistivity (p AI = 2.7 i^Q-cm), and its compatibility with the other two matrix substances. 

For example. Aluminum thin films adhere well to SiOi. 



Aluminum thin-films are deposited as polycrystalline materials, usually in the 0.5 

^m-1.5|im thickness range. Early microelecfronic devices utilized evaporation to deposit 

pure Al, Al-Si or Al-Cu alloys, but the stringent alloy-composition requirements of VLSI 

(and other limitations of evaporation) have made sputtering the dominant PVD 

technology for Aluminum films. The development of magnefron sputtering (which allows 

aluminum to be deposited at deposition rates of up to nearly l|^m/min) further decreased 

the use of evaporated Al film deposition. 

1.2 Sputter Deposition 

Sputtering is a term used to describe the mechanism in which atoms are dislodged 

from the surface of a material by collision with high-energy particles. (Hence the term 

Physical Vapor deposition (PVD) in that they do not generally depend on the chemical 

reaction.) It has become the most widely utilized deposition technique for a variety of 

metallic films. 

Sputtering offers the following advantages over any other PVD techniques: 

1. Sputtering can be accomplished from large-area targets, which simplifies the 

problem of depositing films with imiform thickness over large wafers. 

2. Film thickness control is relatively easily achieved by selecting a constant set of 

operating conditions and then adjusting the deposition time to reach it. 

3. The alloy composition of sputter-deposited fihns can be more tightiy and easily 

confrolled than that of evaporated films. 



4. Altering process conditions, such as power and pressure, can confrol many 

important film properties such as grain structure, sfress, etc. 

5. There is sufficient material in most sputter targets to allow many deposition runs 

before target replacement is necessary. 

In general, the sputtering process consists of four steps: 

1. Ions are generated and directed at a target. 

2. The ions sputter the target. 

3. The ejected (sputtered) atoms are fransported to the subsfrate where, 

4. They condense and form a film. 

In virtually all VLSI sputtering processes their source is a glow discharge. The 

three types of popular glow discharges available are DC glow discharge sputtering, RF 

sputtering and Magnefron sputtering. In both DC and RF sputtering, most secondary 

elecfrons emitted from the target do not cause ionization events with Ar atoms. They end 

up being collected by the anode, substrates, etc., where they cause unwanted heating. 

Since most elecfrons pass through the discharge region without creating ions, the ionic 

bombardment and sputtering rate of the target (and the deposition rate on the subsfrates) 

is much lower than if more of these elecfrons were involved in ionizing collisions. Thus, 

DC and RF sputtering process normally exhibit inadequately low deposition rates. A 

technique known as magnefron sputtering increases the percentage of electrons that cause 

ionizing collisions, by utilizing magnetic fields to help confine the elecfrons near the 

target surface. 



1.3 Objective of Thesis 

The purpose of this work is to study one of such sputtering techniques called 

ALPS (Aluminum Low Pressure Seed) for depositing Aluminum. ALPS uses an 

iimovative magnetron design, which maximizes the elecfron utilization thereby sustaining 

plasma at pressures less than 0.5m Torr. We study the properties of the deposited film 

(resistivity, thickness), frie various process conditions under which the film has been 

deposited. A DOE (Design of Experiments) has been done to optimize the process 

conditions so as to obtain the good uniformity of thickness. 

The detailed study of the ALPS Al system has been done in the Chapter II. The 

various chambers used, the process conditions and the operation of the system has also 

been discussed. The theory and operation of various measurements conducted on the film 

properties has been dealt in Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses the theory behind the DOE 

and using of scatter plots for optimizing the process parameters. This chapter also deals 

with the set up of the DOE for optimizing the process parameters of ALPS process to 

obtain desired thickness uniformity. The optimized parameters are presented for better 

deposition. Chapter V discusses the variation of resistivity along the surface ofthe wafer 

and explains how annealing improved the uniformity of resistivity of ALPS Al film. 

Chapter VI presents the various results obtained and conclusions drawn from them in a 

nutshell. 



CHAPTER II 

ALPS (ADVANCED LOW PRESSURE SEED) ALUMINUM SYSTEM 

This chapter deals with explaining the entire ALPS system. It is comprised of two 

sections. The first section deals with the hardware components of the ALPS system, and 

their functioning. The second section explains the overall process sequence employed by 

the ALPS system. 

2.1 ALPS System Components 

Fig. 2.1 shows the block diagram ofthe ALPS system. It consists often chambers 

namely: 

2.1.1 Load Lock Chamber 

Wafers are loaded into the load lock chambers using robot arms (Primary, 

Auxiliary) for processing. Each load lock chamber consists of 13 slots for the wafers to 

sit. The pressure in the chamber is maintained in the order of - 10"̂  to 10"̂  Torr and a 

roughing pump is used to obtain that pressure. 

2.1.2 Buffer Chamber 

Buffer chamber acts as a buffer between the fransfer chamber, cooling chambers 

and a Degas chamber. It consists of two robot arms Primary and auxiliary. Typical 

pressures are ~ 10 Torr. 



2.1.3 Degas Chamber 

Degas chamber is used to dry the wafer if at all it contains any moisture. A degas 

recipe is usually used with temperattires ranging from 400° C to 450° C. 

2.1.4 Cooling Chambers A and B 

Cooling chambers are used to cool the wafers once the wafer is degassed and also 

after the processing of the wafer has been done. Usually Chamber A is used for cooling 

degassed wafer and Chamber B is used for cooling processed wafers. Cooling is 

accomplished by sending in Argon gas for about 60-120 seconds. 

2.1.5 Transfer chamber 

The Transfer chamber is the interface between the other chambers. It consists of 

two robot arms Primary and auxiliary. Typical pressures maintained are ~ 10"^Torr. 

2.1.6 Chamber-2 (ALPS-Al) 

Chamber-2 is dedicated for depositing ALPS-Al films usually of thickness aroimd 

4000 to 5000 Angsfroms depending upon the application. Typical temperatures in the 

chamber range from 50° C to 60° C. A low temperature electrostatic chuck (LTESC) is 

used for holding the wafer on the pedestal. Typical pressures maintained are around 

0.3m Torr. 



Chamber-2 
COLD-Al 
ALPS^ Seed 
LT-ESC 

Pressure ~ 0.3mT 
Temp ~ 50° C 

Chamber-3 
ALPS-Ti 
Pressure ~ 0.3mT 

Chamber-1 
SIP 

(Self Ionized 
Plasma) 

Transfer Chamber 
Pressure- 10"* 
Primary-
Auxiliary -

Chamber- A 
COOLING 
CHAMBER 
Pressure- 10^ 

Chamber- E 
DEGAS 

Temp - 450° C 

Chamber-4 
HOT-Al 
ALPS^ Seed 
HT-ESC 

Pressure - 0.3mT 
Temp ~ 450° C 

Chamber- B 
COOLING 
CHAMBER 
Pressure- 10"" 

Buffer Chamber 

Primary-
Auxiliary -

Load Lock 
Chamber 

Load Lock 
Chamber 

Port #1 Port # 2 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of ALPS Al system 



2.1.7 Chamber-3(ALPS-Ti) 

Chamber-3 is used for depositing ALPS-Titanium, which is used as a wetting 

layer for Al metallization usually used in Al-Plug applications. It uses the same principles 

as that of chamber-2 but the target, which is difftision, bonded flat Ti target with Copper-

chromium alloy backing plate. 

2.1.8 Chamber-4 (ALPS*) 

Chamber-4 is used for depositing Hot-Al for Aluminum Plug applications. 

Typical temperattires in the chamber ranger from 450° C to 500° C. Here the heating 

pedestal is a high temperature elecfrostatic chuck (HTESC). 

2.2 ALPS-Al Chamber 

Fig.2.2 shows typical ALPS-Al chamber outline on an ENDURA-300mm system 

with a wafer on the LTESC and connected to a cryopump. Typical pressures maintained 

are around ~ 0.3mTorr. The plasma at such high vacuum is maintained by using an 

innovative magnefron (not shown in the figure) there by increasing the percentage of 

elecfrons contributing to the ionization. The plasma chamber is arranged in such a way 

that a high density of ions strikes the target containing the material to be deposited. To 

collect as many of the ejected Al Atoms as possible the target (Cathode) and Wafer 

(Anode) in a typical ALPS chamber are closely spaced, often around 240-250mm. This 

spacing is again a frade off between the thickness uniformity and the bottom step 



coverage of the via depending upon the application. An inert gas (usually Argon) is used 

in Sputtering. This chamber utilizes sputtering technique for depositing Aluminum. 

Cryo Pump 

LP-3 Magnet 

Low Temp E-Chuck 

Fig.2.2 Typical ALPS-Al chamber outiine of an ENDURA-300mm system 
(Courtesy: Guo, Ted; Manager, Al KPU Group, Applied Materials, Califomia) 

2.3 Physics of Sputtering 

When a large voltage is applied across, a gap filled with of low-pressure gas 

plasma is created. Plasma is a partially ionized gas formed when the voltage exceeds the 

breakdown field ofthe gas. Once the plasma is formed, the positive ions in the plasma are 

accelerated toward the negatively charged cathode. When they stiike the cathode, they 

release secondary elecfrons, which accelerate back toward the anode. If the voltage is 



large enough across the electtodes tiiese high-energy electrons collide inelastically with a 

neufral atoms creating more ions. This process of secondary electron release and ion 

creation sustains the plasma. The bombardment ofthe cathode in this ion sfream gives 

rise to the process of sputtering. 

Siii<tice 

Fig.2.3 Possible outcomes for an ion incident on the surface of a wafer 

When the energetic ion strikes the surface of the cathode, many phenomena can 

occur (Fig.2.3). The kinetic energy of the impinging particles largely dictates which 

events are most likely to occur [2]. For low energies (< 10 e V), most interactions occur 

only at the surface of the target material. At very low energies (< 5 e V), such events are 

likely to be limited to reflection. At much higher energies (> 10 e V), the impinging 

particles are most likely to be imbedded in the target. At the energies between these two 

exfremes, the two other effects also arise: 

1. Some fraction ofthe energy ofthe impinging ions is fransferred to the cathode in the 

form ofthe heat, and lattice damage. 
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2. Another fraction of such energy causes atoms from the surface to be dislodged and 

ejected into the gas phase (sputtering). 

The energy range of sputtered atoms leaving the target is typically in the range of 

3-10 eV. The bombarding species also recoil from the cathode face with some energy. 

Thus the target surface is a source of sputtered atoms as well as energetic backscattered 

species. 

2.4 Magnefron Sputtering 

In both DC and RF sputtering, most secondary elecfrons emitted from the target 

do not cause ionization events with Ar atoms. They end up being collected by the anode 

where they cause unwanted heating. Since most elecfrons pass through the discharge 

region without creating ions, ionic bombardment and sputtering rate of the target is much 

lower than if more of these elecfrons were involved in ionizing collisions. 

A technique known as magnetron sputtering increases the percentage of elecfrons 

that cause ionizing collisions, by utilizing magnetic fields to help confine the elecfrons 

near the target surface. If a magnetic field is applied to the plasma, the Lorentz force will 

deflect the motion of the elecfrons in a direction perpendicular to both the velocity and 

the magnetic field. If velocity is constant, such a field will induce a circular motion with a 

radius. 

_ mv 

'qB' 
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Because of thefr large mass, ions will move through the field with only minor 

deflections, crossing the discharge long before traveling a ftill circle, while electrons will 

follow a helical path of much smaller radius. Effectively, then the path of elecfrons is 

many times larger in tiie presence of the field. (The mean free path of electrons at 

attnospheric pressure is 0.0122cm.) For a fixed mean free path, the opportunity for the 

impact ionization is much greater with the field "on" and so the ion density and free 

radical density in such a system will be large. If the magnetic field is configured property, 

the secondary elecfrons being accelerated away from the cathode can actually be frapped 

by the magnetic field and retum to the cathode, where the cycle will repeat. This 

geometry is called a magnefron. 

2.5 Emission Profile of Sputtering 

In order to enhance the bottom and sidewall step coverage, it is not enough just to 

reduce the process pressure. Al particles in atomic or cluster form leave the target during 

sputtering according to a distribution called emission profile. The emission profile [1] 

follows a cosine distribution as shown in Fig. 2.4. As Fig. 2.5 shows Al atoms arrive on 

the wafer with a large angle 0, which is the angle between the vertical line and the 

direction of Al atoms. A large angle of incidence will cause non-uniform distribution of 

the sputtered Al in the via and will not contribute well to the bottom coverage as shown 

in Fig. 2.5. But by changing the target to wafer spacing, the large landing angle ofthe Al 

flux towards the wafer can be reduced. 

12 



Target to Wafer Spacing 

Wafer 

Fig 2.4 Emission profile of a sputtering Aluminum target 

Large 9 Small d 

Contact or Via hole 

Fig 2.5 Small 0 angle of Al atom will contribute more to bottom step coverage and less 
overhang than larger 0 angle Al. (Courtesy: Murali Abburi [3]) 

2.6 Process Sequence ofthe ALPS system 

ALPS system finds most of its applications in Al Plug. In order to reduce cost and 

defects, many semiconductor manufacturers use Al plug process to replace the tungsten 

plug process. The typical process steps for the Al plug [3] are: 

1. Titanium wetting layer using ALPS-Ti, 

13 



2. Cold Al liner using ALPS-AI, 

3. High temperature Al step using ALPS"^. 

The Ti wetting layer allows Al to adhere to wafer sti^ctiares therefore enhancing 

file Al diffusion. The cold Al layer gives a layer of Al deposited at low temp so that Al 

can diffuse at higher temperattires. The process sequence is schematically shown in 

Fig.2.6. 

ALPS-Ti Wfetting ALPS-Al WarmAI 

Fig 2.6 Process Sequence of ALPS-Al system (Courtesy: Murali Abburi [3], [6]) 

2.7 Deposition of Al layer 

The ALPS (Aluminum Low pressure Seed) is used to deposit the Al seed layer. 

The ALPS source uses innovative magnefron design, which maximizes the elecfron 

utilization in the plasma, thereby sustaining the plasma even at low pressures like < 0.35 

m Torr. A typical ALPS chamber is shown in Fig. 2.7. The plasma chamber is arranged 

so that a high density of ions strikes the target (in this case Al). In sputtering, the target 

material, not the wafers must be placed on the electtode with the maximum ion flux. To 

collect as many ions as possible both the cathode (target) and the anode. 

14 
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Fig. 2.7 A simple parallel plate sputtering system (Courtesy: Campbell [2]) 

(wafer/subsfrate) are closely spaced. Typically for an ALPS chamber, this is around 236 

mm. An inert gas like Ar is normally used to supply the chamber. The gas pressure in the 

chamber is maintained at about 0.3 m Torr with the help ofthe onboard cryogenic pump. 

Plasma discharges at such low pressures are possible due to the use of the magnetic field, 

which efficiently utilizes the elecfrons in the plasma. Typical process conditions under 

which the deposition is done is shown in Table 2.1. The rotation of the magnet enhances 

the uniformity ofthe deposited film. 
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Table 2.1 Typical process conditions 

Process Parameter 

Target to magnet distance 

Magnet rotation speed 

Chamber pressure 

Gas flow 

DC power 

Target power 

Typical Numbers 

1.5 +0.5mm 

90-95 rpm 

-0.35 mTorr 

6-7 seem of process Ar + 3-4 seem of Heater Ar 

40-45 kW depending upon the application 

12kW 

2.8 Sequences and Recipes 

The programmed course each wafer takes starting from the loading to the 

unloading through the system is called wafer sequence. A recipe denotes the procedure 

that takes place within each chamber. Each particular process has its own recipe, which 

specifies different parameters such as type of gas flow, temperature, deposition time, DC 

power chambers, pressure, etc. Depositing Al seed layer requires processing of various 

recipes. The various recipes used are listed below: 

1. Bum-in, 

2. De gas, 

3. Chamber de-burst, 

4. Deposition of Al, 

5. Cool down. 

16 



2.8.1 Bum-in 

Bum-in recipe is used to heat the target in order to clean the surface of any 

impurities that might stick to the target when the target is idle. Bum-in is usually done 

before the start of the deposition. Usually during bum-in a used wafer is sent into the 

chamber in order to avoid the deposition of the metal on the electrostatic chuck, which 

holds the wafer. 

2.8.2 Degas 

Degas recipe is used to purify the wafer if it adsorbs any water vapor, thus making 

ensuring a dry wafer before it undergoes any processing. The process mainly consists of 

heating the wafer using lamps to about 350 ° C. Degas recipe is run before processing of 

the wafer is done. 

2.8.3 Deposition of Al 

Deposition of Al recipe is used to deposit the Al seed layer on the silicon wafer 

with 3000 A thickness of SiO 2.A typical deposition recipe consists of striking a plasma 

and then depositing Al film followed by the Pumping down the chamber. An example of 

the process recipe is shown in Table 2.2 

2.8.4 Cool Down 

Cool down recipe is used to cool the wafer after the processing is done in the 

chamber. It involves sending Ar gas around 50 seem for about 30 sec to cool the wafer. 

17 



Table 2.2 Typical process recipe for Al deposition 

Step # / Name 

Time 

DC Power 

DC power Ramp Rate 

Process Ar Flow 

Heater Ar flow 

Wafer gas pressure 

l.Gas 

30.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/Sec 

15 seem 

8 seem 

4000 m Torr 

2. Strike 

3.0 sec 

3000 W 

lOOOW/sec 

15 seem 

8 seem 

4000 m Torr 

3.Depfor3000A 

70.0 sec 

12000 W 

5000 W/sec 

6 seem 

4 seem 

4000 m Torr 

4. Pump 

5.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/sec 

0 seem 

0 seem 

0 mTorr 

2.8.5 Chamber de-Burst 

Chamber de-burst recipe is used before a wafer is sent into the chamber. It pumps 

down the excessive backside heater Ar thus avoiding any popping ofthe wafer due to the 

burst ofthe backside gas. The backside gas is used for better thermal conduction between 

the Electrostatic chuck and the wafer thus maintaining the surface of the wafer at 

approximate room temperature and at the same time providing proper chucking of the 

wafer. Usually aroimd 4-5 seem of backside heater Ar is used which creates around 6 

Torr backside pressure. 

18 



CHAPTER III 

THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

3.1 Measurement Techniques 

The measurement techniques involved are measuring the sheet resistance and 

thickness along with the calculation of their uniformity's and their respective maps. 

The techniques used are automated and involve using sophisticated instmments 

capable of handling 300-mm wafers. The sheet resistance and the thickness 

measurement are done along the surface of the wafer on 49 different points to get 

good understanding of the deposition uniformity. The sheet resistance is found using 

the four-point probe method using KLA Tencor instmment and the Thickness is 

found using the metaPULSE (Meta Pico second Ultrasonic Laser Sonar). 

3.1.1 Sheet Resistance 

The sheet resistance, R̂ , of a deposited layer is the resistance exhibited in a 

square (i.e., a region of equal length and width) of the deposited material, which has a 

thickness oft. As shown in Fig. 3.1 the resistance of a rectangular shaped section of film 

of lengtii, 1, Width, b, and thickness, d is given by 

^ - Xdb • 

If 1 = b, the value of Rs is expressed in units of Q / sq. and is related to the resistivity of 

tiie deposited layer by: Rs (Q / sq) = p (Q -cm) / d (cm). 
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Fig. 3.1 Definition of sheet resistance 

The value ofthe Rs is obtained by measuring the resistance ofthe deposited layer 

using a 4-point probe. Fig. 3.2 shows the collinear arrangement that is the basis for the 

KLA Tencor instrument. To make the measurement a current, I, is forced between two 

outer probes, and the voltage drop, V, between two inner probes is measured. 

Fig. 3.2 Probe arrangement for measuring sheet resistance 
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To prevent erroneous readings, due to thermoelectric heating and cooling, the 

measurement is first performed with current in the forward direction and then in the 

reverse direction. The two readings taken are then averaged. To achieve accurate results, 

the measurements should be made at several current levels, until the proper level is found 

balancing between the heat loss if the current is two high and too low leading to different 

forward and reverse readings. The experiment is performed on 49 different points on the 

surface ofthe 300 mm wafer. 

The sheet resistance Rs, is calculated from the measured values of current and 

voltage by the expression 

Rs = (V/I) * C 

where C is the correction factor depending upon the geometry of the probes (spacing 

between the probes) relative to the specimen thickness, and the distance of the probes 

from the edge ofthe specimen. 

The KLA Tencor measures the sheet resistance across the wafer on 49 different 

points with 3nim edge exclusion. The measured points are then used to provide a 2-

dimensional contour map ofthe sheet resistance. Fig. 3.3 shows such an example. 

3.1.2 Thickness 

The thickness measurements are made using metaPULSE insfriiment, which uses 

laser beams to measure thickness of multiple films simultaneously. This instilment also 

uses 49 points on the wafer to measure the thickness. 
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Fig 3.3 Example of sheet resistance map 

3.1.2.1 How PULSE works: The picosecond ultrasonics is a non-contact and non

destructive mefrology method that can be used to measure six or more layers 

simultaneously. In addition, it has a small measurement time compared to deposition time 

and a high level of automation. 

An ulfra-fast laser produces a brief (lOe-13 sec) light pulse focused onto a region 

ofthe film surface approximately 10|am in diameter. The absorption of this pump light 

pulse causes a small (5 - 10 C) rise in the film's temperature near the surface. The 

resulting rapid thermal expansion generates a sound wave that propagates away from the 

surface at the speed of sound. The heat dissipates into the sample in a few nanoseconds 

playing no further role in the measurement. When the sound wave encovmters the 

interface with a lower layer, some of it reflects back towards the surface as an echo and 

the remainder continues down into the lower layers ofthe sample. 
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When the echo from the first interface reaches the surface as in Fig. 3.4, it 

changes the sample's reflectivity. A second light pulse diverted from the pump beam by a 

beam splitter detects the change. The probe pulse is delayed relative to the pump pulse by 

guiding it to the sample over a longer path. Schematic of MetaPULSE is shown in Fig.3.5 

Pump laser beam 

Detection Laser Beam Reflectnnty Detector 

(a) 

Detection Laser Beam Reflectivity Detector DelectionLaserBeam Reflectivity Detector 

(b) 

Fig. 3.4 Working principle of MetaPULSE 
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Fig 3.5 Schematic of metaPULSE instmment 

The time t for the sovmd wave to propagate through the film at the speed of sound 

and retum to the surface is related to the film thickness d by t = 2dlv^ .The echoes also 

decrease in amplitude with increasing time. Assuming an ideal interface between film 

and subsfrate, each successive echo becomes smaller than the previous one by a factor 

equal to the acoustic reflection coefficient R between the film and the subsfrate namely 

^ ~ i^SUB ~ ^FILM ) 'i^SUB '^ ^FILM ) 

where Z^^^and Zp,^^srQ the acoustic impedances of the film and the subsfrate 

respectively. Non-ideal properties of an interface between two layers in a film stack, such 

as poor adhesion, roughness, inter-diffusion or contamination can cause the measured 

acoustic reflection coefficient at the interface to differ substantially from that in the above 
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equation. Thus the amplitudes of the retuming echoes can indicate subtle variations at the 

interfaces between layers. 

Pico second ulfrasonics has been used successftilly on most opaque film in 

semiconductor manufacturing including Ti, Co, TiN, WN, Cu, Pt, and W. It is possible to 

get film thickness to uncertainties of less than 1 part in 10"* [11]. After making the 

reflectivity measurement, software calculates this change in reflectivity and makes a 

comparison. A model film stack is created by the engineer from a stored list of materials. 

After the system performs a measurement, software adjusts the parameters of the model 

film stack iteratively to produce a best fit to experimental data. The simulation software 

uses rigorous physical models for both the optical and acoustical properties ofthe sample. 

The modeling software calculates: 

a. Absorption ofthe pump light pulse; 

b. Generated sfrain distribution near the surface; 

c. Time-dependent propagation of this stain distribution away from the sample surface; 

d. Time dependent change in the sample reflectivity arising from the arrival of the strain 

wave near the surface. 

For example, to create a model film stack for a TiN/Ti adhesion layer, the 

engineer selects the subsfrate material, and then adds the Ti and TiN films. The initial 

thickness values are the expected values of thickness from tiie process used to deposit the 

films. This model is tiien used in production to measure wafers deposited by the process. 
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3.1.3 Resistivity 

The electrical conductivity of a material is due to the motion of charge carriers 

(elecfrons in metals, elecfrons or holes in semiconductors) through the lattice under the 

influence of applied electiic fields. These elecfrons are affected by the non-periodicity in 

the lattice. Such non-periodicity results from the lattice vibrations that exists at all 

temperatures above zero Kelvin and lattice defects such as impurities, vacancies, 

interstitials, dislocations, grain boundaries and alloying additions. 

Resistivity is a measure of a material's ability to oppose the flow of an electric current. It 

depends only on the material properties. If the sheet resistance and the thickness of a 

material are known the film resistivity is given by 

P = Rs * t 

where p is the resistivity, Rs is the sheet resistance and t is the film thickness. The 

resistivity of metal thin films is generally higher thim that of bulk counterpart. This 

results from the fact that films generally contain more defects and grain boundaries, than 

do bulk materials. 

3.1.4 Annealing 

Annealing is a comprehensive term. It involves a process of heating and followed 

by a relatively slow cooling. The purpose of such heat freatment is may be to remove 

sfresses; to alter ductility; to improve toughness; to alter physical properties; to refine the 

crystalline stmcture; to remove gases; and to produce a definite microstmcture. In 
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annealing, the temperature of the operation and the rate of cooling depend upon the 

material being heat-treated and the purpose ofthe treatment. 

The ALPS Al film is subjected to annealing for about 300 seconds. The annealing 

was planned to carry out in the Degas chamber i.e. chamber E of ALPS Al system. The 

temperature in the chamber was set to 450° C so as to obtain a good annealed film. A 

degas recipe (Table 3.2) was used to perform the annealing ofthe ALPS Al film. After 

the annealing is done the wafers are cooled in chamber B and a Z cool down recipe was 

used to cool the wafers for about 60 seconds. The cool down recipe is shown in Table 

3.1. 

3.1.5 Discrete Reflectance 

Reflectance is the ratio of reflected power to the incident power, usually 

expressed as a percentage or in decibels. Reflectance is zero for a black body and 100% 

for highly polished surface. Discrete Reflectance is used to examine the surface of the 

deposited Aluminum film .Reflectance gives an insight of whether the surface is rough or 

a good shiny one. The Discrete reflectance is measured for two different wavelengths of 

436 nm and 480 nm with respect to Silicon reflectance at those respective wavelengths. 

Reflectance is measured at nine different points on the wafer. 
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Table 3.1 Cool down recipe 

Step # ,Name 

Time 

DC Power 

DC power Ramp Rate 

Process Ar Flow 

Heater Ar flow 

l.Gas 

30.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/Sec 

40 seem 

0 seem 

2. Hold 

30.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/sec 

0 seem 

0 seem 

4. Pump 

5.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/sec 

0 seem 

0 seem 

Table 3.2 Degas recipe 

Step # ,Name 

Time 

DC Power 

DC power Ramp Rate 

Process Ar Flow 

Heater Ar flow 

Temp 

l.Gas 

5.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/Sec 

0 seem 

Osccm 

0°C 

2. Heat 

300.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/sec 

0 seem 

Osccm 

450° C 

4. Hold 

5.0 sec 

OW 

0 W/sec 

0 seem 

Osccm 

0°C 

3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

The atomic force microscopy is one ofthe power tools for determining the surface 

topology ofthe sample. The working principle of an AFM is based on the deflection of a 

very sensitive cantilever due to repulsive forces between atoms on the sample surface and 
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atoms at the cantilever tip. To scan the surface, the tip is pushed toward the sample until 

the elecfron cloud of the sample and the tip gentiy touch. The application of a voltage 

between the tip and the sample causes the electrons to flow through the narrow channel in 

the elecfron clouds. This flow is called tunneling current. Since the density of electron 

cloud falls exponentially with distance, the tunneling current is extremely sensitive to the 

distance between the tip and the surface of the sample. Piezoelectronics provide closed 

loop positioning of the tip. The deflection is measured using a laser beam while the 

sample is scanned. The scatming is done in x, y, and z directions. The computer 

subsystem conttols the xyz franslations and records the reflected laser beam signal. 

Dedicated software reconstmcts these data into a topographic picture of the sample. Fig. 

3.6 shows the schematic ofthe AFM and its components. 

mrrror 

sampel surface 

/IbajstnsfV'. 

•jimnmiwmmMxmstmti as-^ga't! 

oscillating 
cantilever 

Fig. 3.6 Schematic of AFM showing its components 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (DOE) 

A robust product is one that works as intended regardless of variation in a 

product's manufacturing process, variation resulting from deterioration, and variation in 

use. Robust design can be achieved when the designer understands these potential 

sources of variation and takes steps to desensitize the product to these potential sources of 

variation. Robust design can be achieved through "bmte force" techniques of added 

design margin or tighter tolerances or through "intelligent design" by understanding 

which product and process design parameters are critical to the achievement of a 

performance characteristic and what are the optimum values to both achieve the 

performance characteristic and minimize variation [4]. 

When the operation of the product or achievement of a performance characteristic 

can be mathematically related to a product or process design parameter, optimum product 

and process design parameters can be calculated. When these relationships are unknown, 

design of experiments (DOE) can aid in determining these optimum parameter values 

and, thereby, developing a more robust design. The objective ofthe DOE is to discover 

key variables in product and process design, to drastically reduce the variations they 

cause, and to open up the tolerances on the lesser variables so as to reduce costs [5]. 

DOE mainly consists of three parts namely: (1) Variable search; (2) Elimination; 

and (3) optimization using scatter plots. 
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4.1 Variable Search 

The first step of a DOE is to identify all of the possible variables as well as all 

possible combinations of variables that can have effect on the desired process outcome. 

These variables and combinations of variables are called factors. At this point, it is 

important to identify potential variables without regard to whether or not they are 

expected to be important. It is not unusual for the first round of experiments to contain 10 

or more factors. Once the list of likely factors have been generated, the factors are 

arranged in descending order of importance of each factor's ability to influence the output 

(for example. A, B, C, D, E, etc.). 

4.2 Elimination 

This round of experiments called screening experiments are intended to eliminate 

the factors that have little effect on the desired process outcome. This consists of mainly 

four steps, which are listed below: 

1. For each factor obtained in the variable search two levels are assigned called as a high 

level and a low level. A high, which is most likely to contribute to good results and a low, 

which represents a most likely deviation from the high level in day-to-day production, 

with normal maintenance. The low level is an engineering judgment of how far the factor 

differs from the high level to register a large repeatable difference within practical limits. 

2. A pair of tests (#1) are ran with the low level of tiie most important factor, A i.e. AL, 

along with the high levels of all the remaining factors labeled RH; (#2) with high level of 
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the most important factor, A, i.e. AH, along with the low levels of all the remaining 

factors labeled RL. the high side and low side limits are calculated using the formula [5]: 

confrol limits: M ± 2.776(d /1.81) 

where d is the average ofthe differences in repeatability within each set of high and low 

readings and M is the median ofthe respective outcome for high and low readings. 

possible results: 

a. If both pairs of tests , ALRH and AHRL show results inside the low side and the 

high side confrol limits, respectively, factor A, along with all of its associated 

interactions effects, is unimportant and can be eliminated from fiirther study. 

b. If there is complete reversal, i.e., if ALRH becomes the original all-high level 

and AHRL becomes the original all-low level, A is a main variable that affects 

the desired process output and called as Red X. 

c. If either or both pairs of tests, ALRH and AHRL, show limits, respectively, but 

not a complete reversal, factor A, along with its associated interaction effects, 

cannot be eliminated. A plus some other factor or factors must be considered. 

3. If the results in step 1 are (a) or (c), repeat step 1 with factor B. If (a) results, B is 

unimportant and can be eliminated. If (b) results, B is the red X; end of variables search. 

If (c) results, B caimot be eliminated. B plus some other factor or factors must be 

considered. The same process is repeated for all variables until all the Red X is found. 

4.If factors A and B display a partial reversal, i.e., result (e) of step 1, with readings 

outside the confrol limits, a capping mn is made with these factors AHBHRL and ALBLRH, 

to see if R, the rest of factors can be eliminated. One or more results outside the complete 
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reversal confrol limits would indicate that the search is not yet complete. Capping mn is 

continued with other factors in alphabetical order until another factor shows out of 

confrol results. Now a three capping mn is made. 

4.3 Scatter Plots: For Optimization and Establishing Realistic Tolerances 

Scatter plots represent a graphical technique in which the ranges of values of an 

independent variable are plotted, against the corresponding range of values of a 

dependent output. If there is a correlation between these two variables- a thin line or 

parallelogram exists the independent variable is Red X, and its most appropriate or 

optimized value and tolerance can be graphically detennined. If there is little or no 

correlation, the independent variable is not important and its value and tolerance can be 

placed at much less conservative levels that are the most economical [5]. 

Scatter plot principles are best illustrated by the graphical sketches drawn for an 

independent variable X and a dependent variable Y which are shown: 

In Fig. 4.1(a), there appears to be sfrong evidence of X affecting Y. As X increases, Y 

also increases proportionately. This is called positive correlation. In Fig. 4.1(b), the 

correlation is not as strong; X seems to produce different Y values. In Fig. 4.1(c), there is 

also sfrong correlation, but the slope is negative. This is called negative correlation. 

Finally, in Fig. 4.1(d), there appears to be no correlation. 
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<D) 
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• • • 
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Fig. 4.1 Various scatter diagrams 

Fig. 4.2 is a further interpretation of scatter plots. It shows three independent 

variables X2, Xe, X7, affecting a dependent output, Y. The three plots show different 

vertical scatter, which is a measure of all variables added together, other than the 

particular X. the plot that has lowest vertical scatter, is called Red X, followed by Pink X 

and Pale Pink X in the descending order. Here in this example Xe is Red X, X2 is Pale 

pink X and X7 is Pink X. 
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4.3.1 Procedure for Determining Realistic Tolerances 

1. If a process has three independent variables that are obtained from the DOE say Xi, 

X2, and X3; scatter plots are obtained by plotting Xi verses Y keeping the other variables 

constant, similarly the other plots are obtained by plotting X2 verses Y keeping Xi and X3 

constant and X3 verses Y with Xi and X2 as constants. 

/ • , 
/ • / -

x^ ; 
•• • / •/ 

V Is 

t 

X2 X t 

X7 

Fig. 4.2 Interpretation of vertical scatter 
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2. A median line is drawn through the scattered points of a plot. Two more lines are 

drawn on each side of the median and parallel to it so as to contain all the points. The 

vertical intercept through this line is the variation in Y due to all variables added together. 

As mentioned earlier if this intercept is large then the variable is Red X, else if small it is 

PinkX. 

3. If Yl, Y2 are the upper and lower specification limits ofthe process, these points are 

extended so as to meet the parallelogram drawn on the scatter points and still extended 

perpendicularly to meet X-axis say at Xa and Xb. These two limits form the realistic 

tolerance limits of the process variable. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 4.3 [5]. The 

optimized value ofthe process variable will be in between the realistic tolerance limits Xa 

andXb. 

Vertical Scatter 

Realistic Mfg Tolerance 

Fig 4.3 Determining realistic tolerances 
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4.4 Applying DOE to Optimize Thickness Uniformity of ALPS Al Film 

Thickness uniformity plays an important role in the interconnects for 

manufacturing integrated circuits. According to the current technology the requirements 

for the thickness uniformity is around 2-3 % per wafer and wafer to wafer. With large 

non uniformities in the interconnects ofthe deposited AI layers, like Al slab and Al plugs 

used for memory or other IC applications may render the device useless. The thickness 

uniformity depends on many process conditions during which the metal layer is being 

deposited. Among which the important ones are the pressure, power, and the spacing 

between the target and the wafer. Some typical process conditions that were used to 

deposit Al seed layer is deposited are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Typical process conditions on which thickness depends 

Process Conditions 

Chamber Pressure 

DC power 

Spacing between wafer and the target 

Spacing between magnet and the target 

Process Ar flow 

Heater Ar flow 

(Courtesy: Gilbert, Don; Process Engineer, Al KI 

Typical Numbers 

0.3 m Torr 

45 kW 

236 mm 

2.5 mm 

6 seem 

4 seem 

^U Group, Applied Materials, California) 
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Fig. 4.4 Variation of thickness uniformity for the process conditions shown in Table 3.1 
Uniformity considered with 3mm Edge Exclusion: -147-147 mm 

(Courtesy: Gilbert, Don; Process Engineer, Al KPU Group, Applied Materials, Califomia) 

ALPS Al sputtering process was carried at the above process conditions (Table 

4.1) and the thickness measurements were carried and the thickness uniformity was found 

to be 4.6%, which was pretty high. The variation of thickness along the x-axis of the 

wafer is shown in Fig. 4.4. The high non-uniformity ofthe film was attributed to process 

variation and the optimization of the process variables was desired so as to obtain the 

thickness uniformity below 3% (upper specification limit). A DOE was then planned to 

carry out by listing various process variables that might have an effect on the process 

outcome. The three variables that were found after variable search and elimination and 

also have more effect on the outcome process were pressure in the chamber, power 

delivered to the target and the spacing between the magnet and the wafer. Scatter plots 

for the above three variables are obtained by varying the process parameters around a 

proper range and are optimized to attain the desired thickness uniformity. 
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4.5 Physics of Glow Discharges 

Almost all Sputtering processes include glow discharges as thefr source. A glow 

discharge is a self-sustaining type of plasma (partially ionized gas consisting of equal 

number of positive and negative ions and neufral gas species). A glow discharge mainly 

consists of a glass ttibe filled with inert gas (Argon mostly used) at low pressures and two 

electtodes (anode +ve charged elecfrode, Cathode -ve charged electrode) between which 

a DC potential is applied. 

4.5.1 Creation of Plasma 

If a high DC potential is applied between the two elecfrodes at the outset no 

current flows in tiie circuit, as all argon gas molecules are neutral and there are no 

charged particles in the gas. If a free elecfron is infroduced into the tube, it will be 

accelerated by the electric field existing between the electrodes. The average distance an 

electron fravels before colliding with an Argon atom is called mean free path of electron. 

Most elecfron-atom collisions are elastic in which virtually no energy is fransferred to 

atom due to light mass of elecfrons. Hence, the mean distance traveled by elecfrons to 

make an inelastic collision in which a significant energy is fransferred to the atom is 

about ten times the mean free path of electrons. Thus in such inelastic collisions enough 

energy is fransferred to the argon atom causing an excitation or ionization. If the 

fransferred energy E, is less than the ionization potential (IP) ofthe argon atom, the outer 

most orbital elecfron of the argon atom is excited to higher energy state for a brief 
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moment and rettims to ground state with the emission of glow discharge. If E is greater 

than the IP, a second free elecfron will be created. Subsequently, both free electrons are 

accelerated again, and opportunity of cascading the number of free electrons and creating 

a condition known as Gas Breakdown exists. When a sufficient number of free electrons 

are available to maintain the discharge, the discharge is said to be self-sustained. 

4.6 Physical Significance of Process Parameters 

4.6.1 Pressure 

The mean free path of the elecfrons depends upon the pressure in the chamber. 

For air at 300 K the mean free path is given by [1]: 

X (mm) = 0.05/ P (Torr). 

Hence, as pressure is reduced, the mean free path of the elecfrons increases, thereby the 

distance the elecfrons fravels before colliding with the argon atoms becomes longer and 

the number of collisions decreases, thereby reducing the deposition rates. Now, if the 

pressure in the chamber is increased, the scattering of the sputtered atoms by the 

sputtering gas thus decreasing the deposition rates. Hence, the pressure in the chamber 

should be optimized in order to obtain good deposition rates and uniformity. 

4.6.2 Power 

Optimum power is the electrical condition that should be maintained in order to 

give a maximum sputter yield per unit energy. That is as energy is increased, each 

incremental energy addition gives an incremental increase in sputtering yield. This occurs 
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because higher energy ions implant themselves, thus end up dissipating a greater portion 

of their energy via non-sputtering processes. But if the power is decreased the sputtering 

yield decreases. Hence the power should also be optimized. 

4.6.3 Spacing between Target and Magnet 

Spacing between target and magnet controls radial uniformity of the sputtered 

atoms. If the spacing is decreased, the radial distribution of the deposited atoms has a 

maximum off the axis, while extending the target to wafer spacing the radial distribution 

will be peaked on-axis. If the spacing is increased fiirther, the sputtered atoms might 

deposit on the shield. The spacing is an important issue and needed to be optimized and is 

usually a frade-off between the bottom step coverage and the film thickness uniformity. 

The following are the matrices designed for mnning the experiment for various processes 

parameters. 

Power Matrix: 

Variable: power 

Range: 40, 45, 50 KW 

Quantities measured: thickness, thickness uniformity. Sheet resistance, and its 

uniformity. 

Spacing Matrix: 

Variable: Spacing between Target and wafer 

Range: 233, 235,237,239 mm. 
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Quantities measured: thickness, thickness uniformity, Sheet resistance, and its 

uniformity. 

Pressure Matrix: 

Variable: amount of Argon gas feed in seem, which includes the backside gas. 

Range: 6, 7, 8,9,10 seem. 

Quantities measured: thickness, thickness uniformity. Sheet resistance, and its 

uniformity. 

4.7 Results 

The following scatter plots are obtained for the three variables of pressure, power and 

spacing matrices(Fig.4.5-Fig.4.7). 
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Fig. 4.5 Pressure scatter plot obtained from pressure matrix 
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Fig. 4.7 Power scatter plot obtained from power matrix 
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Imposing the upper specification limit for thickness uniformity of 3% for the 

scatter plots gives the values ofthe optimized parameters as shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Optimized ALPS-Al process parameters from scatter plots 

Power 

Spacing T/W 

Pressure 

45 KW 

238 mm 

0.24 Torr 

The thickness uniformity was again measured imposing the above optimized 

process parameters which is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The uniformity was measured to be 

3.0038 % (Fig. 4.8) a good improvement from the previous uniformity (Fig. 4.4) of 4.64 

% which was obtained using the process parameters of Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.8 Thickness uniformity obtained after imposing optimized process parameters 
Area of Uniformity obtained 96.04 % (with a 3mm Edge Exclusion: -147-147 mm) 
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Measured points on a 300mm wafer 
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Fig. 4.9 Measured points on the surface ofthe wafer for thickness data 

Fig. 4.9 represents the way the thickness data was obtained by measuring 49 

points on the surface of the wafer. 3mm Edge exclusion was imposed on the data 

measurement and hence the data obtained was in the range of-147nim to 147mm along 

the X-axis of the wafer as shown in Fig. 4.8. A good understanding of the data would 

have obtained if one would measure more points between ± 98mm to ± 147nim. The area 

of uniformity obtained for the plot in Fig. 4.8 is 96.04% over which the thickness 

uniformity of 3.003 % was achieved. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter explains various results obtained from different experiments conducted and 

the analysis of those results obtaining specific conclusions from them. This chapter 

basically deals with three main topics, which include establishing the non-uniformity of 

the resistivity, different experimental results explaining the causes for such non-

uniformity and the DOE results leading to obtain good uniformity. The experiments were 

conducted with different thicknesses of 4000,4500 and 5000 Angsfroms so as to obtain 

good understanding ofthe film characteristics. 

5.1 Establishing Change in Resistivity 

Al film of different thicknesses of 4000, 4500 and 5000 Angsfroms are deposited 

using the various recipes explained in Chapter III. Before the deposition the chamber is 

bumed in using 4 wafers with five deposition steps of 60 sec each. A thorough bum-in 

ensures that the chamber is clean and the target is ready for deposition. Each wafer before 

being deposited is degassed so as to ensure it is dry enough from water vapor. The degas 

is ran for about 30sec at 350 ° C. the wafers are then cooled in chamber A using the Z 

cool down recipe for about 60 sec so that the wafers are at room temperattire before they 

go into the chamber for deposition. While the wafers get cool enough a chamber de burst 

recipe is ran in the chamber so that the backside gas pressure is running at the safe rate by 

checking the backside pressure. The chucking voltage is set to 300 V and the wafers are 
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sent into the chamber for deposition and the recipe ALPS Al is mn. The deposition step is 

set accordingly for required thickness. For example for 4500A the deposition time is set 

for 60 sec. Table 5.1 illusfrates the process conditions for which the deposition is set. 

Table 5.1 Process Conditions 

Parameter 
Power 

Deposition time 

Chamber Pressure 

Ar gas flow 

Hfr Ar flow 

Cryo Pump Temp 

Backside gas Pressure 

Typical Numbers 
45 kW 

4500 A - 60 sec; 5000 - 67 sec; 4000 A - 53 sec 

0.3 m Torr 

6 seem 

4 seem 

65/15 Kelvin 

6.5 Torr 

The wafers are then cooled after the deposition is done in chamber B using Z cool 

down recipe for 30 sec. After the cooling is done the wafers are then retumed to the load 

lock chamber. The wafers are then taken for measuring sheet resistance and the thickness. 

Resistivity is found by measuring both the sheet resistance and the thickness 

independentiy. The sheet resistance is measured using KLA Tencor and the thickness 

using the Meta PULSE insttnment. The results obtained from the deposition are depicted 

in the following Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.1 Variation ofthe resistivity along the x-axis ofthe film for different thicknesses of 
4000A, 4500 A and 5000 A. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the variation ofthe resistivity on the 300mm wafer across the film 

along the x-axis. The deposition is done on the 300nim wafers and the measurements are 

taken with 3inm-edge exclusion. The figure indicates that the resistivity is maximum at 

the center and has a value of 3.4-|i ohm-cm and gradually decreases as we move from the 

center. The resistivity attains a low value of 3.1nohm-cm at around 100mm from the 

center ofthe wafer and increases to 3.33 at the edges .the frend thus leads to the shape of 

W. The same pattem in the non-uniformity can be seen from variation of the resistivity 

along the y-axis ofthe wafer but the minimum goes to 3.27 at around 100mm from the 

center. The variation for the y-axis is shown in Fig 5.2.The variation from the center to 

the edge is found to be around 2.7 % for all thicknesses and the 1 sigma is found to be 

around 0.8 %. This deposition clearly indicates the variation of resistivity going beyond 2 

%, which is not acceptable in the current IC applications. 
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Fig. 5.2 Variation of resistivity along y-axis ofthe film 

Table 5.2 summarizes all the data regarding the deposition including the % 

uniformity's and the sheet resistance and thicknesses data. 

Table 5.2 Summary ofthe data before annealing 

Parameter 

Expected Thickness 

Obtained Thickness 

% Uniformity 

Rs Sheet Resistance 

% Uniformity Rs 

Resistivity ( p) (lohm-cm 

% Uniformity p 

Variation from center 
to the edge 

Numbers for Different Thicknesses 
4000 A 

3890 A 

3.28 

0.086 

3.3 

3.35 

0.71 

2.70% 

4500 A 

4430 A 

3.9 

0.075 

3.26 

3.33 

0.8 

3.23% 

5000 A 

4910 A 

3.28 

0.067 

3.16 

3.32 

0.7 

2.45% 
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5.2 Annealing 

Annealing is one of the tests that were conducted to check whether the damage 

done to the surface of the film actually contributes to the change of the resistivity. 

Annealing is done in the Degas chamber of the Endura system. The Z De gas recipe is 

used to anneal the wafer. Annealing consists of heating the wafer to high temperature of 

around 450° C for about 300 seconds. After annealing is done the wafer is cooled in the 

chamber B for about 60sec by mnning the Z cool down recipe. Resistivity is found again 

by measuring sheet resistance and thickness of the film after annealing .The results are 

depicted in the following figures for the different thicknesses of 4000 A, 4500 A and 

5000 A. 

Resistivity after Annealing 
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Fig. 5.3 Resistivity map along the x-axis ofthe film after annealing 

Fig. 5.3 shows the anneal results along the x-axis ofthe wafer. From the fig we 

can see that the resistivity value has been decreased from 3.4 [iQ-cm to 2.9 )iQ-cm for 

4000 A thick film, which is near to that of the bulk resistivity of 2.7}iQ-cm for Al. 
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Further the W-shaped curve as we have seen before annealing from Fig.5.4, has been 

disappeared after annealing which shows that the resistivity is pretty much uniform 

across the film. The figure depicts that the resistivity is maximum at center with 
R
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Fig. 5.4 Resistivity map along y-axis ofthe film after annealing 

2.9 [xQ,-cm for 4000 A thick film and gradually decreases to 2.9|iQ-cm as we move from 

the center to the edges. All measurements were taken with 3mm-edge exclusion. Similar 

frend can be observed for the other thicknesses of 4500 A and 5000 A, both of which 

have an average resistivity of 2.9 and 2.9^n-cm, respectively. The resistivity map along 

the y-axis ofthe film too yielded similar results as we can see from Fig. 5.4.The summary 

ofthe results can be found in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 Summary ofthe data after annealing 

Parameter 
Expected Thickness 

Obtained Thickness 

% Uniformity 

Rs Sheet Resistance 

% Uniformity Rs 

Resistivity ( p) |j,Q-cm 

% Uniformity p 

Numbers for Different Thicknesses 
4000 A 

3860 A 

3.2 

0.075 

3.17 

2.89 

0.43 

Variation from center 0.68% 
to edge 

4500 A 

4390 A 

3.1 

0.066 

3.31 

2.89 

0.88 

0.68% 

5000 A 

4870 A 

3.2 

0.059 

3.1 

2.87 

0.42 

0.69% 

The obtained summary of results shows that the variation of the resistivity from 

center to the edges has been dropped from 2.1% before annealing to 0.68% after 

annealing when we compare data Tables 5.2 and 5.3, Annealing clearly shows that there 

is a decrease in resistivity from 3.33 ^iQ-cm to 2.89 \iD.-cm ofthe Al film, which implies 

that annealing has improved the crystalline perfections ofthe Al film. 

5.3 Reasons for change in Resistivity - Annealing model 

Resistivity is the ability ofthe material to oppose the flow of electric current. The 

opposition of the flow of elecfrons stems from the non-periodicity of the lattice due to 

various mechanisms. Some ofthe mechanisms include phonon scattering, scattering from 

the defects including vacancies, impurity atoms, dislocations, grain boundaries, and 

scattering from the top surface, bottom surface, and sidewall interfaces of the Al 

conductor. All these phenomena conttibute to increase in Resistivity ofthe material. 
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5.3.1 Effect of Grain Size on Resistivity 

The change ofResistivity can be attiibuted to increase in grain size. When the Al 

samples are subjected to heat treatment, the grains grow in size. Grains grow at the 

expense of the smaller grains, effectively causing the grain boundary to move outwards 

from grains increasing in size and towards grains decreasing in size. In ideal situation, the 

larger grains could advance towards one another, eventually eliminating all other small 

grains [9]. What happens when grains grow in size? Elecfron scattering contributes to 

change in Resistivity. The more the scattering the more the increase in Resistivity. 

Scattering occurs when electtons collide with the grain boundaries, which are assumed to 

be randomly distributed. The only grain boundaries that cause electron scatterings are 

those ttansverse to the elecfron flow, with a reflection coefficient R (0< R< 1). For 

Aluminum the value of R found to be 0.15 [10]. Now as grain size increases the electron 

scattering decreases thereby decreasing the Resistivity. A model has been presented by 

Mayadas and Shatzes [10], which validates the above explanation. 
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Fig 5.5. Grain microstmcture assumed for the Mayadas-Shatzkes model for 
the resisitivity increase due to grain boundary scattering 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Advanced Low Pressure Seed (ALPS) Aluminum is used for Al slab and fill 

applications. ALPS source enhances the capability of the sputtered Al process and 

provides a cost-effective extension of Al Fill technology to sub-0.18-micron technology 

via level applications [6]. The ALPS Al process is employed on ENDURA platform. To 

develop successful ALPS Al process, sttingent requirements on the physical properties of 

the sputtered Aluminum film were needed to employ. Some of the requirements were: 

3% thickness uniformity per wafer and wafer to wafer, 3% sheet resistance uniformity, 

and a good uniform resistivity of around \% per wafer. The process parameters were 

needed to be optimized in order to obtain the desired film properties. 

6.1 Design of Experiments 

A Design of Experiments (DOE) was performed in order to optimize the process 

parameters thereby obtaining desired uniformity (3%). The process parameters were 

found by performing the variable search and followed by screening experiments to 

remove the variables that have less effect on the process outcome. The obtained 

parameters were chamber pressure, DC power, and the spacing between the target and the 

wafer. Scatter plots were then employed to optimize the parameters. The results are 

restated below in Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2 and Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3. 
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Fig. 6.1 Variation of thickness along the x-axis ofthe wafer for the film deposited using 
tiie process conditions in table 6.1 (Uniformity considered with 3mm Edge Exclusion: -

147-147 mm) 

Table 6.1 Process conditions employed for deposition before DOE is performed 

Process Conditions 

Chamber Pressure 

DC power 

Spacing between wafer and the target 

Process Ar flow 

Heater Ar flow 

Typical Numbers 

0.3 m Torr 

45 kW 

236 mm 

6 seem 

4 seem 
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Fig. 6.2 Variation of thickness along the x-axis of the film for the optimized 

process conditions obtained from the DOE (Table 6.2). The thickness data that was 

considered for obtaining uniformity were the range of values from -147 to 147 mm in the 

above graph (Fig. 6.2), i.e., a 3mm edge exclusion. A good understanding ofthe variation 

of thickness uniformity from center to edge would be obtained if one would measure 

more points between ± 98mm to ± 147mm (Fig.4.8). The area of uniformity obtained for 

the plot in Fig. 6.2 is 96.04% over which the thickness uniformity of 3.003% was 

achieved. 
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Table 6.2 Optimized parameters obtained from the DOE 

Process Conditions 

Chamber Pressure 

DC power 

Spacing between wafer and the target 

Process Ar flow -i- Htr Ar Flow 

Typical Numbers 

0.24 m Torr 

45 kW 

238 mm 

8 seem 

Fig. 6.1 shows the variation of thickness for the process conditions before DOE is 

employed (Table 6.1). One can observe that the uniformity of thickness is 4.64% along 

the X-axis of the wafer, which is way high when compared to the customer specification 

limit of 3%. When the optimized parameters from DOE are employed the variation of 

thickness obtained was 3.0%), which closely relates to the customer specifications. The 

variation of thickness for the optimized parameters (Table 6.2) is shown in Fig. 6.2. 

The optimized parameters proved to obtain good uniformity of 3.0 % when compared to 

the 4.64 %) uniformity obtained when previous process conditions were employed. 

6.2 Variation ofResistivity 

The variation of resistivity for the ALPS Al film was observed to be around 2.5-3 

%,witii a mean value of 3.33 ^iH-cm. Resistivity was found by calculating the thickness 

and sheet resistance for films of different thicknesses of 4000 A, 4500 A and 5000 

angstroms. Fig. 6.3 shows the variation of resistivity ofthe film from center to edge and 

Table 6.3 depicts the summary of data obtained for Fig. 6.3. The variation of around 2.5 
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% was significantiy above the desired variation of < 2%. Annealing was then performed 

to see how it affects the variation of resistivity. The wafer stats and variation of resistivity 

are depicted in Table 6.4 and Fig. 6.4, respectively. Fig. 6.4 shows the variation of 

resistivity along the x-axis of the film, which closely follows a sfraight line. When we 

compare Tables 6.3 and 6.4, one can find that the variation of resistivity along the film 

has been dropped from 2.5%) to 0.68%, which was significantly below the desired 

specification of < 2%. So, Annealing ofthe films reduces the variation of resistivity along 

the film. Also the mean value dropped from 3.33|j.Q-cm for the pre annealing to 2.89|iQ-

cm for the post annealing scenario, while the resistivity ofthe bulk Al being 2.7|j.Cl-cm. 

Variation of the Resistivity 
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Fig 6.3 Variation of resistivity along the x-axis ofthe wafer for different thicknesses of 
4000A, 4500 A, and 5000A of ALPS Al film 
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Table 6.3 Wafer statistics for Fig. 6.3 

Parameter 

Expected Thickness 

Obtained Thickness 

% Uniformity 

Rs Sheet Resistance 

% Uniformity Rs 

Resistivity ( p) jiohm-cm 

% Uniformity p 

Numbers for Different Thicknesses 
4000 A 

3890 A 

3.28 

0.086 

3.3 

3.35 

0.71 

Variation from center 2.70%) 
to the edge 

4500 A 

4430 A 

3.9 

0.075 

3.26 

3.33 

0.8 

3.23% 

5000 A 

4910 A 

3.28 

0.067 

3.16 

3.32 

0.7 

2.45% 
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Fig. 6.4 Variation ofResistivity along the film after annealing. 
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Table 6.4 Wafer statistics for post-annealing case 

Parameter 
Expected Thickness 

Obtained Thickness 

%) Uniformity 

Rs Sheet Resistance 

%) Uniformity Rs 

Resistivity (p) |iohm-cm 

% Uniformity p 

Variation from center to 
edge 

Numbers for Different Thicknesses 
4000 A 

3860 A 

3.2 

0.075 

3.17 

2.89 

0.43 

0.68% 

4500 A 

4390 A 

3.1 

0.066 

3.31 

2.89 

0.88 

0.68% 

5000 A 

4870 A 

3.2 

0.059 

3.1 

2.87 

0.42 

0.69% 

6.2.1 Reasons for Change ofResistivity 

Various mechanisms contribute to the variation of resisitivity some of which are 

phonon scattering, scattering from the defects including vacancies, impurity atoms, 

dislocations, grain boundaries, and scattering from the top surface, bottom surface, and 

sidewall interfaces of the Al grains. The change of Resistivity can be attributed to 

increase in grain size [9]. When the Al samples are subjected to Annealing at a 

temperattire of 450° C, tiie grains grew in size, which was reported by S.S. Iyer and C.Y. 

Wong [9]. Grains grow at the expense ofthe smaller grains, effectively causing the grain 

boundary to move outwards from grains increasing in size and towards grains decreasing 

in size. Elecfron scattering contiributes to change in Resistivity. The more the scattering 

the more the increase in Resistivity. Scattering occurs when electtons collide with the 

grain boundaries. The only grain boundaries that cause electton scatterings are those 
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ttansverse to the electron flow, with a reflection coefficient R (0< R< 1). For Aluminum 

the value of R was found to be 0.15 by Mayadas-Shatzkes model [10]. Now as grain size 

increases the elecfron scattering decreases thereby decreasing the Resistivity. Mayadas-

Shatzes model validates the above explanation. 
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